PLASCON TEXTURED STUCCO FINE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
It is a superior grade stucco putty suited for both exterior and interior applications. It is specially engineered to provide adhesion on concrete, plastered, metal (ferrous) and wooden surfaces. It is exceptionally formulated to offer various texture forms on application with different modes of texture applications. It is geared to fill up minor dents on above certified surfaces. The formulation incorporates a versatile fungicide and algacide to combat mould and algae growth both in the can and dry film. It can also be applied as an interior texture coating.

SURFACE PREPARATION
New Walls
Any loose material, grease or dirt must be completely removed before applying Plascon Textured Stucco Fine.
On previously painted surfaces any deteriorated coats of old paint should be removed completely by scraping and wire brushing and any large cracks should be filled with a hard filler or cement and allowed to dry prior to applying Plascon Textured Stucco Fine. Plascon Textured Stucco Fine imparts a self-filling effect on minor cracks.

FINISH
Matt, high build, textured.

THINNING AND MIXING
Ready for use. Can be thinned depending on the mode of texture application.

APPLICATION
To be applied with a masonry trowel giving the desired texture.

EQUIPMENT CLEANING
Clean the masonry trowel with water immediately after use.

DRYING TIME
3 Hours.

OPEN TIME
45 minutes.

COLOUR RANGE
Available in White, Pastel and Deep shades.

DENSITY
1.6-1.8

%SOLID (By Weight)
70-82

SPREADING CAPACITY
0.39 – 0.55M² per Kg

PACK SIZE
5 Kilos and 25 Kilos.

TOXIC/HARMFUL
DANGEROUS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
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